Below are the updates for activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of July 22nd, 2013..............

*Gaut Pad – #4A, B, C, D turned into production. #4E, F, G waiting on horizontal rig.

*Kuhns Pad – Frac complete. 5/5 wells drillout operations completed and production tubing run. 4 of 5 wells turned over to production. Still in flowback mode on “D” well.

*Mamont South 1 Pad - Vertical rig is on site. Drilled to TD vertically on “A & B” wells. Currently on the “C” well, and have run 9-5/8” casing and cemented the well back to surface.

*Shaw Pad – Full depth reclamation complete. Waiting on rig.

*Mamont Pipeline – Pipeline is complete. No further activity.